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Water – a strong compound for life
Why H2O is so unique

Water, the source of all life.
Without water, life would never have
developed on our planet and would
not be possible today. From the very
start, water is a wonderfully simple
molecule. One oxygen atom and two
hydrogen atoms come together to
form the dipole H2O.
Pure water is colourless, has no odour and
has no taste. But pure water does not exist
in nature. The fascinating liquid water is the
most important solvent on Earth. Water always
carries dissolved substances that change its
properties and also give it an odour, taste or
colour. This property as a solvent makes water
indispensable for the metabolism in plants,
animals and humans alike.
Water is the only chemical compound that can
take a solid, liquid and gaseous state in nature.
Water surrounds us wherever we are – whether

in the form of groundwater, surface water in
streams, rivers and lakes, salt water in oceans
and clouds in the atmosphere.
We all use water on a daily basis: for drinking,
washing, showering and bathing, or we swim in
it, dive in it, and sail or surf on water. However,
most of the uses of water take place behind the
scenes. Water is indispensable for nearly every
industrial or manual production process, be it
as a part of the product, for cooling or warming
purposes, as a transport medium or solvent.
More than three quarters of the Earth‘s surface is covered with water. However, of these
1.4 quadrillion Litres of water, only 1 percent
can be used as drinking water. This makes
water one of the most important resources
in the world. The contamination of water has
unpredictable consequences; wastewater
treatment is therefore becoming increasingly
important.
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Modern wastewater treatment
Conserving one of the most
important resources on Earth
The significance of water for practically all
forms of life is self-evident. As clean water is
limited, being economical with the precious
resource water is becoming more and more
important, as is the treatment of wastewater
from communities, agriculture and the industry.
As wonderfully simple as the structure of
the water molecule is and as well as water
dissolves or transports the various substances,
as complex the processes of wastewater
treatment are. The more products and manufacturing processes, used materials and
chemical compounds there are, the higher

the amount of substances dissolved in wastewater.
Nearly every substance used by man can be
recovered in wastewater. Whether if fertilisers
and chemical sprays used in agriculture, tyre
debris and gasoline or oil residues on the streets,
fats, organic waste, cleaning agents and drug
residues in domestic wastewater, or process
chemicals used in the manufacture of all kinds
of products: They are all transported or dissolved
in wastewater, or accumulate and become concentrated over time.
STOCKMEIER Chemie provides strong solutions
for modern wastewater treatment.
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From wastewater to clear water
One process – many challenges
Wastewaters are as different from one another
as the substances they carry. Each wastewater
has its very own characteristics. Highly variable
quantities and varying concentrations of waste
material and harmful substances pose a multitude of challenges on the path from industrial
water to clear water.
The treatment processes are often complex. As
a general rule it is important to provide the right
process chemicals in the same consistently
high quality at the right time for all steps of the
process. It is also helpful if experienced sales

representatives and application engineers can
be on site quickly. STOCKMEIER Chemie provides maximum reliability of supply – thanks
to its high storage capacities and a fleet of more
than 160 trucks. This allows us to react quickly
and flexibly to fluctuations, develop tailor-made
solutions for the corresponding process or also
develop product alternatives.
As manifold as the challenges in the treatment
process are: the team of STOCKMEIER Chemie
offers strong compounds to ensure that any
industrial water can be turned into clear water.
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STOCKMEIER water chemicals
Strong solutions
for complete water treatment

Precipitants

1

Flocculants

2

Nutrients

3

Defoamers

4

Antiscalants

5

Lime / chalk

6

Heavy metal precipitants / emulsion splitters

7

Activated carbon

8

The table on the right shows
which of our product groups
stages of the treatment process.
Furthermore, products from our

from the very first to the last process stage. In
addition to the chemicals for wastewater treatment, our range of products contains more than
25,000 basic and specialty chemicals as well
as cleaning agents. STOCKMEIER Chemie thus
offers the perfect solution for practically any
imaginable challenge. Strong solutions that
optimally support your work. The highest quality
in any packaging size, delivered right on time.

1

chemicals and cleaning agents

•

•
•

of the process.

Basic chemicals / cleaning agents

1

1

4

2

8

Road gully

Grit and fats chamber

MECHANICAL TREATMENT

Odour elimination

Sludge dewatering

•

•
•

•

Sludge conditioning

•

•
Can be used at many points in the entire treatment plant.

5

1

4

1

1

7

4

2

6

2

3

8

7

3

4

6

Aeration plant

Secondary settlement tank

BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT

Adsorption

•
•
•
•
•

2
3
4

•

5
6

•

1

Primary settlement tank

Antiscaling

7

Sludge thickener

5

Water conditioning

1

6
Digestion tank

4

Denitrification

can be used in various stages

5

Screening system

Coagulation

can generally be used at which

extensive portfolio of basic

In today‘s world, the treatment of municipal and
industrial wastewaters is a complex process. In
addition to many standard processes there are
very often special requirements,
especially when treating industrial wastewater.
It is therefore particularly useful that our portfolio offers many strong compounds for any type
of wastewater or sludge. This means that we are
also able to support your treatment processes

Precipitation

8

Contact reactor

Filtration

ADSORPTIVE PURIFICATION STAGE

8
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The key benefits at a glance
Profit from STOCKMEIER Chemie
→ Nearly 100 years successfully on the 		
market as a family-owned company
→ Extensive product range with more 		
than 25,000 basic and specialty
chemicals
→ More than 100 sales representatives
and application engineers ensure
high-quality technical advice on site
→ High reliability of supply thanks
to the necessary storage capacity
and a logistics fleet of more than
160 trucks
→ Independent distributor of chemicals
with many product alternatives

→ Development of customer-specific 		
solutions to boost quality and
economic efficiency
→ 100 % quality standard with regard
to product quality, optimal processes
and punctual delivery
→ Wide range of products and high
delivery capacity enable a supply of all
process and basic chemicals as well 		
as cleaning agents from one source
→ 16 locations in Germany and
47 locations worldwide ensure
proximity to our customers
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Nearly 100 years of quality without compromise
The STOCKMEIER Group is a family-owned
company and has been operating successfully
on the market for nearly 100 years. A 100 %
quality standard has provided the groundwork
for this success. More than 1,200 employees
strive for the best product quality, optimal
processes and punctual delivery. For the secure
supply of standard products, but also for
individual development of solutions for your
very own requirements and needs. More than
100 sales representatives and application
engineers are working for you – and are never
far away.
They provide comprehensive technical advice
about the applications on site. Together with
their colleagues from the laboratory and
analytical department they do their very best
to find the ideal products for your water
treatment process – optimally tailored to the

characteristics of the water and sludge in your
specific process. Of course we also offer you our
support in finding product alternatives to achieve
optimised qualitative or economic results.
All of the German companies of the STOCKMEIER
Group are DIN EN ISO 9001 certified. All business
processes are managed consistently with SAP/R3.
Another advantage for you, as this means you are
able to trace individual batches at any time and
get information about our delivery capacities,
schedules and the delivery status.
We stand not only for strong solutions in our
range of products. We also maintain strong
connections – to our customers and business
partners. The activities of all companies of the
STOCKMEIER Group are engineered for the long
term, they always have been and will continue
to do so in the future.
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